
A look at lockdown: What self-improvement 
activity can I improve?

In this design challenge we were tasked with looking back at our 
time during the first lockdown of 2020 to explore the activities we 
did differently during the period. Having done a project about self-
improvement activities for a different age group in the past, I was 
curious to find an area I could improve for others as well as myself. 
Through my research I analysed my own behaviours- I plotted my 
daily activities on a user journey map which helped me hone into 
the area I had found of interest. 

John Reis, Product Design



The work I’ll be showing is my work in progress for a solution to 
the art block, an obstacle creatives regularly face. Art blocks, for 
those who are not familiar with them, are slumps in motivation 
and inspiration a creative has which makes producing a satisfying 
creative output much harder than it normally would be. Now these 
are not a new concept, through my research I discovered there are 
many solutions that offer help tackling them, so I want to make 
sure I am offering a fresh perspective.



My inspiration comes from the popular, now widely known Chinese 
puzzle game Tangram, which allows players build new figures 
from a set of random shapes.  I want to mix this with a colourful, 
surrealist-esque aesthetic so that the creations belong to a dream 
like environment. Further into my development I started thinking 
about what the content of the activity would be. 



Two iterations that are worth mentioning are the inclusion of 3d 
printed figures to replace the Tangram shapes and card prompt 
collection that serves the same role. I have planned to return to 
the 3d shapes later, and currently I am exploring the cards further. 
Since these are more common in the market, I am experimenting 
with their meaning. I’ve drawn inspiration from tarot decks, popular 
fill in the blank games and recently, story writing theory. The latter 
I think could be promising as story writing theory as a resource has 
lots of insight to offer and could be a great source of inspiration for 
blocked artists.



Designers of the virtual now have full power to build and decide 
how the virtual world is lived. Naturally, as the species in power 
we are compelled to change the alien into conditions that benefit 
our experience. Designers should be held accountable for the rules 
and changes that are established in the virtual world, as these 
will impact generations to come. Bigger corporations threaten to 
establish these rules for us. Does the world need a strong stance 
towards the terraforming of the digital experience? In this project 
I plan to address these issues by exploring the possibilities at re-
distributing power structures on the internet and the digital world. 
I would also want to use this opportunity to question whether the 
use of “real world rules” will benefit or hinder the virtual world in 
the present and future.

Final Year Project Topic: Designing online spaces and 
their rules


